We give a formula for the number of rational points of projective algebraic curves de ned over a nite eld, and a bound \ a l a W eil" for connected ones. More precisely, we give the characteristic polynomials of the Frobenius endomorphism on the etalè -adic cohomology groups of the curve. Finally, as an analogue of Artin's holomorphy conjecture, we p r o ve that, if Y ;! X is a nite at morphism between two v arieties over a nite eld, then the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius morphism on H i c (X Q`) divides H i c (Y Q`)'s one for any i. W e are then enable to give an estimation for the number of rational points in a at covering of curves.
We are interested in this paper in the number of rational points of such a curve X de ned over a nite eld k. I t i s c o n venient t o i n troduce the zeta function of X, denoted by Z k X (T) or simply Z X (T), as: Z X (T) = det(I ; FTj H 1 et (X Q`)) det(I ; FTj H 0 et (X Q`)) det(I ; FTj H 2 et (X Q`)) :
In other words, the number of k n -rational points of X equals ]X(k n ) = X n 2 j ; X n 1 j + X n 0 j where the i j 's are the eigeinvalues of F on H i et (X Q`). The aim of this paper is to determine them. Consider for instance a k-irreducible projective curve X having two absolutely irreducible components X 1 and X 2 de ned over k 2 , conjugated under Gal(k 2 =k).
It is easily seen that X 1 \X 2 is de ned over k, and an elementary counting argument shows that ]X(k n ) = ]X 1 (k n ) + ]X 2 (k n ) ; ]X 1 \ X 2 (k n ) if n is even, ]X 1 \ X 2 (k n ) if n is odd.
It is not clear what could be these numbers i j (whose existence follows from the above Grothendieck-Lefschetz formula) summing-up this two-cases formula into a closed one (see example 2). This will be done in the general case.
In the general reducible case, if X = X 1 X r is a decomposition of X into its k-irreducible components, it is enticing to compute ]X(k n ) using the well-known inclusionexclusion formula in terms of the j-th intersections X i 1 \ \ X i j . In fact, this approach almost works. Indeed, we obtain the eigenvalues i j 's unfortunately only up to roots of unity (theorem ??). However, this is su cient to deduce a Weil inequality (corollary ??).
Then, we push further our investigation in the next section to raise the roots of unity indetermination. Here, we determine the eigenvalues of the Frobenius on X in terms of: the eigenvalues of the Frobenius of the normalizations of the absolutely irreducible components of X, the ( nite) set of singular points of these absolutely irreducible components, and the ( nite) set of intersection points of these components (theorems ??, ?? and ??). In vue of these results, we point out that the contributions of these nite sets are very easy to handle, has shown by lemma ??. Moreover, the multiple intersections between the absolutely irreducible components doesn't appear in the results (see example 3), which i s nice, both for theoretical and computational approachs.
Finally, w e consider in the nal section the behaviour of the eigenvalues of the Frobenius in a covering Y ;! X of d-dimensional (d 1) non proper varieties. In analogy with an Artin conjecture, we p r o ve a divisibility result for such nite at morphisms (corollary ??). Together with the results of the preceding section, this enables us to derive some upper bound for the number of points if X and Y are projective curves in a surjective at morphism (theorem ??), containing the known ones.
Because the cohomology groups of a disjoint union of varieties is the direct sum as F-modules of those of its connected components, the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius is the product of those on each components. Hence we will restrict ourself to connected curves.
Let us x some notations. If V is a scheme over a eld k, w e denote by jV j the set of closed points of V , b y k(P) the residue eld of a point P 2 j V j, and by d P = k(P) : k] the degree of P over k. In this paper, k will always be the nite eld with q elements and k an algebraic closure of k. The normalization map is denoted by V : e V ;! V and we denote by V = V k k the extension of V to k. W e s e t V for the arithmetic genus of V , g V for its geometric genus and V = ] e V (k) ; ]V (k). For simplicity, w e denote by H i (V ) (respectively H i c (V )) the i-th`-adic etale cohomology group (resp. with proper support) H i et (V Q`) (resp. H i c (V Q`)) of V . Then, we denote by P k H i (V ) (T) the characteristic polynomial det(I ; TFj H i (V )) of the Frobenius endomorphism F of the variety V over the eld k. W e use the same notation, but with a subscript \c", when we deal with cohomology with proper support.
Some varieties V will naturally be introduced over k. They will be denoted with an overline. When it will be proved that they can be de ned over the nite eld extension k n of k, w e will denote by V (without overline) the variety o ver k n such that V = V kn k.
A counting approach
Let us remark that if fV i g is a nite covering of a variety V de ned over k by subvarieties de ned over k, then the following inclusion-exclusion formula:
]V (k n ) = X j 1
Theorem 1 Let X be a c onnected p r ojective curve de ned over k and X = X 1 X r be its decomposition into its k-irreducible components. Then the number of rational points of X over k n is of the form:
for some algebraic integers i of modulus q, some algebraic integers ! i j of modulus p q and some roots of unity i in C.
Proof. Let us assume in a rst time that all absolutely irreducible components of X, s o as all its singular points, are rational over k. W e set Z = S i<j (X i \ X j ) a n d Z i = Z \ X i as k-varieties (overlines for X i 's can be dropped thanks to the last paragraph of the introduction).
Then, the inclusion-exclusion formula applied, in a rst time to X = S i X i gives:
and, in a second time to Z = S i Z i gives:
Remarking that Z i 1 \ : : : \ Z i j = X i 1 \ : : : \ X i j for j 2, we obtain
Since the X i 's are absolutely irreducible curves, we k n o w b y ?] that their zeta function are given by:
(1 ; T)(1 ; qT) where the polynomial P k H 1 ( f X i ) (T) has degree 2g X i i.e. twice the geometric genus of X i and has root of modulus p q by the Riemann hypothesis and P X i = f X i (T) is a polynomial of degree X i whose roots have modulus 1. Moreover, for any zero-dimensional algebraic set V de ned over k whose all closed points are rational over k, w e h a ve clearly:
]Z i (k)) ; ]Z(k):
This means that ]X(k n ) = rq n ; X i X j ! n i j ; X i 1 n so that the theorem is proved in this case.
In the general case, the well-known formula:
holding for any m 2 N , proves that the absolute values of the zeros and poles of Z k X (T) are some m-th roots of the zeros and poles of Z km X k km (T). Hence, the general case follows from the particular one after a suitable base-eld extension k m of k, and the theorem is proved.
Lemma 2 Let X be a c onnected p r ojective curve de ned o v e r k of arithmetic genus X , and X = X 1 X r be its decomposition into k-irreducible projective curves X i of geometric genus g X i . L et c be the number of absolutely connected c omponents of X. Then, we have:
Proof. Since the problem is geometric, we can work on the algebraic closure k of k. I f P is a closed point o f X, l e t O P X be the local ring of X at P, F rac(O P X ) be the localization of O P X at the multiplicative set of non-zero divisors of O P X and O P X be its integral closure in Frac(O P X ). If one de ne P X = dim k O P X O P X then the long exact sequence in cohomology associated to 0 ;! O X ;! X O e X ;! X O e X =O X ;! 0 implies, taking into account t h a t d i m H 0 (O X ) = c and that dim H 0 ( X O e X ) = r and nally that dim H 1 ( X O e X =O X ) = 0 :
(P X) ; r + c:
We are then reduced to prove the following inequality: X X P2X (P X): If P 2 X(k), let (P X) b e t h e n umb e r o f c l o s e d p o i n ts in ;1 X (P). We h a ve t o p r o ve that (P X) ; 1 (P X): The total fraction ring of O P X is isomorphic to the direct product k(X 1 ) k(X r ) of the function elds of the irreducible components of X. The integral closure O P X in it is then isomorphic to the direct product of the integral closures O P X i of the domains O P X i k(X i ). But each O P X i is a semi local ring O P X i = \ P e P i j 2 f X i O e P i j X i :
Let 1 i r be xed. We i n troduce the evaluation map on the points of f X i lying over P:
: : : f ( e P i (P X i ) ) : Note that if P 6 2 X i then O P X i = k(X i ) = O P X i and (P X i ) = 0, so that the map i : k(X i ) ;! k 0 = f0g is the zero map. This is a k-linear map which is surjective thanks to the weak approximation theorem for the global eld k( f X i ). They t together in a surjective k-linear map : O P X = O P X 1 O P Xr ;! Q r i=1 k (P X i ) = k P (P X i ) = k (P X) , sending f = ( f 1 : : : f r ) t o f 1 ( e P 1 1 ) : : : f 1 ( e P 1 (P X 1 ) ) : : : f r ( e P r 1 ) : : : f r ( e P r (P X r ) ) which sends O P X onto the diagonal line. The inequality is then proved so as the lemma.
Theorem ?? together with lemma ?? admit for example the following corollary: Corollary 3 Let X be an absolutely connected p r ojective curve de ned over k and X = X 1 X r be its decomposition into k-irreducible projective curves which are s u p p osed to be absolutely irreducible. Then: j]X(k) ; (rq + 1 ) j 2 r X i=1 g X i p q + X ; r + 1 2 X p q:
Proof. We write the formula of theorem ?? for the number of k-rational points with i = q and 1 = 1 since P k H 0 (X) (T) = 1 ; T and P k H 2 (X) (T) = ( 1 ; qT) r (it could be deduced for instance from propositions ?? and ??). Then, taking modulus we get the rst inequality, the second one following from lemma ??.
Remark that we can improve a s i n ?] the inequalities of the preceding corollary by replacing 2 p q by its integer part.
3 Frobenius on the cohomology Let us begin by s o m e l e m m a s , w h i c h will be usefull later.
Two lemmas
Lemma 4 Let X be a p r ojective curve de ned o v e r k, a n d Z X be a non-empty zerodimensional subvariety de ned o v e r k. L et U = X ; Z. Then
Proof. Since Proof. Let k n be the smallest extension of k, in which each V i , 1 i m, are de ned. Then Gal(k n =k) acts on the set fV 1 V m g. The union of those V i 's in an orbit for this action is de ned over k, and is irreducible (resp. connected) over k. Since V is irreducible (resp. connected) by assumption, this action is transitive, so that n m. O n the other side, each V i is de ned over the xed eld of k n by the common stabilizator. By minimality o f n, this stabilizator is trivial, hence n = m, which p r o ves the rst and the second assertions of the lemma. Proposition 7 Let X be a c onnected p r ojective curve de ned over k, and let X = X 1 X c be t h e d e composition of X into its absolutely connected c omponents. The X i 's are de ned over k c and conjugated under Gal(k c =k). L et X 1 = X 1 : : : X r be t h e d e composition of X 1 into its k c -irreducible components and let X i = X i 1 : : : X i r i be the decomposition of X i into absolutely irreducible components X i j , 1 i r 1 j r i .
Then, X i 1 : : : X i r i are de ned over k c:r i , a r e c onjugate under Gal(k c:r i =k), a n d Proof. Lemma ?? says that the X i 's are de ned over k c and conjugated under Gal(k c =k) and that: P k H 2 (X) (T) = P k c H 2 (X 1 ) (T c ):
(2) Let
This variety is the extension to k of a (zero-dimensional)-variety Z i de ned over k c , so that X i ; Z i is de ned over k c . L e t Z i j = X i j \ Z i . Lemma ?? for the disjoint decomposition X i ; Z i = r i j=1 (X i j ; Z i j ) proves that the X i j ;Z i j are de ned over k c:r i and conjugated under Gal(k c:r i =k). Hence, this is also the case for their completions X i j . Let Z 0 be the algebraic set Z 0 = i6 =j (X i \ X j ) and Z 0 i = Z 0 \ X i . T h e n Z 0 and Z 0 i are obviously de ned over k c . Now, the exact sequence (1) for closed subschemes, together with Mayer-Vietoris sequence and the fact that H 1 (Z 0 ) = 0 for the nite subscheme of intersections points of the X i 's, imply that H 2 (X 1 ) = H 2 (X 1 ; Z 0 ) = r i=1 H 2 c (X i ; Z 0 i ) = r i=1 H 2 (X i ) as a direct sum of F-modules. Thus,
The last part of the proposition follows from (2) and the fact that P k c H 2 c (X i ) (T) = 1 ; (q c T) r i :
The rst cohomology group
We will give in this section the characteristic polynomial on the rst cohomology group of a connected projective curve X over k depending only on the characteristic polynomial for the smooth models of the absolutely irreducible components of X, the singular points of the absolutely irreducible components of X, and on the 0-dimensionnal subvariety o f 2-by-2 intersections of the irreducible components of X. Proof. We can assume that X is singular, otherwise there is nothing to prove. We apply lemma ?? to both situations Sing X X and ;1 X (Sing X) e X. W e obtain where the middle equality follows from the fact that the normalization map X is an isomorphism from e X ; ;1 X (Sing X) t o X ; Sing(X). Then, lemma ?? and proposition ?? applied to both absolutely irreducible curves X and e X over k give the result.
Note that an elementary proof for theorem ?? can be found in ?]. Theorem 10 Let X be an irreducible and absolutely connected p r ojective curve de ned over k, and let X = X 1 : : : X r be the decomposition of X into its absolutely irreducible components. Let Z be the algebraic set Z = i6 =j X i \ X j and Z i = Z \ X i . Then: -Z is de ned over k -Z i are d e n e d over k r -X i are d e n e d over k r , and are c onjugated under Gal(k r =k), a n d P k H 1 (X) (T) = P k r H 1 (X 1 ) (T r ) P k r H 0 (Z 1 ) (T r )/P k H 0 (Z) (T) (1 ; T r )/(1 ; T) : Proof. The assertions on the eld of de nition follows from lemma ?? in the same way as in the proof of proposition ?? for the decomposition X ; Z = r i=1 (X i ; Z i ). Lemma ?? applied to Z X has k-varieties implies that P k H 1 c (X;Z) (T) = P k H 1 (X) (T) P k H 0 (Z) (T) P k H 0 (X)(T) :
Now, lemma ?? applied to Z 1 X 1 as k r -varieties says that P k r H 1 c (X 1 ;Z 1 ) (T) = P k r H 1 (X 1 ) (T) P k r H 0 (Z 1 ) (T) P k r H 0 (X 1 ) (T) :
But lemma ?? to the variety U = U 1 U r where U = X ;Z and U i = X i ;Z i , proves that P k H 1 c (U) (T) = P k r H 1 c (U 1 ) (T r ) hence the theorem thanks to proposition ?? applied to X over k and X 1 over k r .
Theorem 11 Let X be a c onnected p r ojective curve de ned o v e r k, and let X = X 1 X c be t h e d e composition of X into its absolutely connected c omponents. The Proof. Lemma ?? implies that the X i 's are de ned over k c and conjugated under Gal(k c =k) and that: P k H 1 (X) (T) = P k c H 1 (X 1 ) (T c ): Since the X i 's are, by de nition, de ned over k c , this implies obviously that Z and Z i are also de ned over k c . N o w, lemma ?? applied to Z X 1 , and to Z i X i , together with the fact that X 1 ; Z is equal to the disjoint union of the (X i ; Z i )'s and with lemma ?? enables us to conclude.
Note that it can happen for the X i 's to be absolutely disconnected as showed by t h e example of the curve X 1 in P 3 with equation (X 2 + Z 2 )(Y 3 + Y Z 2 + Z 3 ) o ver a nite eld k for which both factors are k-irreducible. In this case, X 1 has two connected components, and X 2 has three connected components.
Examples
Let us now look at some examples: Example 1. Let X be the projective plane curve with equation x 2 + y 2 = 0 o ver the eld k with q elements, where q 3 (mod 4). Then X is the union of two projective lines meeting at the k-rational point 0 : 0 : 1], and X = X 1 X 2 , w h e r e X 1 is the k 2 -rational projective line whose equation is x ; {y = 0 ( { beeing a primitive r o o t o f ;1), and X 2 is the Gal(k 2 =k)-conjugate of X 1 .
Propositions ??, ?? and theorem ?? give us the spectrums of the Frobenius on the etale cohomology groups: -S p e c ( F j H 0 (X)) = f1g -S p e c ( F j H 1 (X)) = f0g -S p e c ( F j H 0 (X)) = fq ;qg: Indeed, theorem ?? with r = 2 , Z = f 0 : 0 : 1 ] g and Z 1 = Z \ X 1 says that P k H 1 (X) = (1 ; T 2 )/(1 ; T) (1 ; T 2 )/(1 ; T) = 1 : The Grothendieck-Lefschetz formula then gives, for any n 2 N : ]X(k n ) = q n + ( ;q) n ; 0 n + 1 n = 2q n + 1if n is even, 1 if n is odd, which is the expected value.
Example 2. More generaly, let X be an irreducible and geometricaly connected projective curve de ned over k, h a ving exactly two absolutely irreducible components X 1 and X 2 over k. By lemma ??, the X i 's are extension to k of two curves X 1 and X 2 de ned over k 2 , and congugated under Gal(k 2 =k) = Z=2Z. Moreover, X 1 \ X 2 is de ned over k by theorem ??. In particular, we h a ve X(k n ) = X 1 (k n ) X 2 (k n ) if n is even, X 1 \ X 2 (k n ) if n is odd.
Hence, ]X(k n ) = ]X 1 (k n ) + ]X 2 (k n ) ; ]X 1 \ X 2 (k n ) if n is even, ]X 1 \ X 2 (k n ) if n is odd.
L e t u s v erify that propositions ??, ?? and theorem ?? are in accordance with this naive counting. Indeed, theorem ?? says, since Z = Z 1 , that P k H 1 (X) (T) = P k 2 H 1 (X 1 ) (T 2 ) P k 2 H 0 (Z 1 ) (T 2 )/P k H 0 (Z) (T) (1;T 2 )/(1;T) = P k 2 H 1 (X 1 ) (T 2 ) P k 2 H 0 (Z) (T 2 )/P k H 0 (Z) (T ) 1+T : Let ! 1 ! a be the eigenvalues of the Frobenius F 2 = F F on H 1 (X 1 ) with multiplicities, and 1 b be those of the Frobenius F on H 0 (Z) w i t h m ultiplicities. Note that X 1 beeing de ned over k 2 and beeing eventually singular, some ! i 's have modulus p q 2 = q and the others have modulus p 1 = 1. Note also that 1 is always an eigenvalue on H 0 (Z), so that we can assume that 1 = 1 . W e h a ve then ]X 1 (k n ) = q n ; a X i=1 ! n i + 1 for n even, and
n i for any n. The above formula for P k H 1 (X) implies that the eigenvalues of the Frobenius on H 1 (X) with multiplicities are p ! 1 ; p ! 1 p ! a ; p ! a ; 2 ; b :
Moreover, propositions ?? and ?? implies that the eigenvalue of the Frobenius on H 0 (X) is just 1 and the eigenvalues on H 2 (X) a r e q and ;q. Then, we h a ve b y the Grothendieck-Lefschetz formula: ]X(k n ) = q n + ( ;q) n ; 0 @ a X i=1 (1 + (;1) n ) p ! n i + b X j=2 (; j ) n 1 A + 1 = 2q n ; (2(q n + 1 ; ]X 1 (k n )) + ]X 1 \ X 2 (k n ) ; 1) + 1 if n is even ; (;(]X 1 \ X 2 (k n ) ; 1)) + 1 if n is odd = ]X 1 (k n ) + ]X 2 (k n ) ; ]X 1 \ X 2 (k n ) if n is even ]X 1 \ X 2 (k n ) if n is odd, as promised in the introduction.
Example 3. The aim of this example is to show that contrary to what may b e t o u g h t, formulas of theorems ?? and ?? really took into account the multiple intersections beetween the X i 's and not only the 2-by-2 ones. Indeed, let X be an absolutely connected projective curve, union of r absolutely irreducible components de ned over k: X = X 1 X r : Suppose for simplicity that all intersection points of the X i 's are also de ned over k, that is to say that Z(k) = Z(k). Then, theorem ??, together with proposition ?? and ??
and with the Grothendieck-Lefschetz formula, imply:
we obtain the well-known inclusion-exclusion formula for ]X(k) ! 5 Analogue of an Artin conjecture for algebraic varieties Therefore, the real question becomes whether the polynomials P k H i c (X) (T) divides the polynomials P k H i c (Y ) (T) (see 3] for a detailled discussion). The following proposition, whose proof has been communicated to the authors by N . Katz, gives an answer to this question.
Proposition 12 Let f : Y ;! X be a nite at morphism between varieties over k and G be a c onstructible Q`-sheaf on X. Then the compact cohomology group H i c (X G) is a direct factor of H i c (Y f (G)) for any i 0 has a F-module.
Without hypothesis on the morphism, this turns to be false as shown by the example of the normalization map of a nodal singular curve. Note that there is no completness nor dimensional assumption on X and Y in this corollary.
Propositions ??, ?? and theorems ??, ?? and ??, together with corollary ??, imply: Theorem 14 Let f : Y ;! X be a surjective at morphism between absolutely connected projective curves de ned over the nite eld k with q elements, having respectively r Y and r X k-irreducible components Y i et X i of geometric genus g Y i et g X i . We have: j]Y (k) ; ]X(k)j (r Y ; r X )q + 2 (
r X X i=1 g X i ) p q + Y ; X ; (r Y ; r X ): For X = P 1 and an absolutely irreducible smooth curve Y , this is nothing else than Weil's bound. In this case, the atness hypothesis is always satis ed. Without the smoothness assumption on Y , this is the bound for singular curves proved in ?] (see also ?] a n d ?]). For absolutely irreducible curves X and Y , w e recover the bound given in ?].
Remark
In the particular case of absolutely connected curves X de ned over k for which the kirreducible components X 1 : : : X r are absolutely irreducible, we can have the following approach f o r P k H 1 (X) (T). Consider the jacobian J X of X which is the group scheme de ned as the identity component of the Picard scheme Pic X of X. This is a semi-abelian variety: J X is an extension of the abelian variety J e X (the jacobian of the desingularization e X of X) b y a smooth connected linear algebraic group L X , and the latter can be written as the product of a unipotent group U X by a torus T X . W e h a ve q u o t e d i n ?], using a result of Deligne, that the polynomial P k H 1 (X) (T) is related to the Tate module T`(J X ) of the jacobian of X by: P k H 1 (X) (T) = det(1 ; TFj T`(J X ) Z`Q`) :
Moreover, this polynomial can be viewed as the product P k H 1 (X) (T) = P k H 1 ( e X) (T) P X= e X (T)
where the last polynomial corresponds to the following weight-zero part (see ?]): P X= e X (T) = det(1 ; TFj T`(T X ) Z`Q`) :
The (absolutely) irreducible components of e X are the normalizations f ;! J X ;! r Y i=1 J e X i ;! 1 where P i , i = 1 : : : Nare the singular points of X and P i j , j = 1 : : : n i the points of e X lying above P i and where k(P i ) a n d k( e P i j ) are theirs residue eld.
Thus, the kernel of J X ;! Q r i=1 J e X i is a torus of rank equal to X ;r+1 : This kernel is equal to the toric part T X of the jacobian of X which g i v es, by (3), the weight-zero part P X= e X (T) o f P k H 1 (X) (T). So, by (2), we get P k H 1 (X) (T) = P X= e X (T) r Y i=1 P k H 1 ( e X) (T) where P X= e X (T) is a polynomial of degree X ; r + 1 .
